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“With focus on becoming a better hockey player and with goal-oriented training, we want to create memories that will inspire you on and off the ice. With our 3 lead 

words, TRAINING, JOY, and FELLOWSHIP we want players, coaches, and parents coming to our camps with a positive mindset and with an ambition to create a 
camp of top world-class” 

Welcome to our hockey camp! 

Henke and Joel 
In partnership with Frölunda HC and Skärgårdens SK 

Joel Lundqvist Hockey Camp and Lundqvist Goalie Camp 
together with Frölunda HC and Skärgårdens SK wants to 

welcome you to Öckerö! 
 
 
Our hopes are that you will have an amazing week at Öckerö. This summer makes the mark 
of 11 consecutive summers at Öckerö. Exciting! 
To simplify the planning for you before the camp starts, you will in this letter find: 
Route directions, information about housing, food, the hockey shop, insurance, group 
structure, schedule, and some general rules we like to follow during the weeks. 
 
Route Directions 
Gothenburg: 20 km. Route 155 towards Öckerö/Torslanda, no-cost ferry to Hönö/Öckerö. When off the ferry and onto 
the island, follow the road until the first roundabout where you will take a right (towards Öckerö), notice the sign “Ishall”. 
You will then continue on the road straight ahead. You will then approach another roundabout when you’ll get to the 
center of Öckerö, you will here take a left (third exit), you will even here see a sign saying “Ishall”. Follow this road 
approximately 1 km, make a right turn by the sign “Ishall” 
 
Housing 
The living situation will be in the newly built school Brattebergsskolan approximately 10 minutes walking from the rink.  
For you to bring: beddings (pillowcase, sheets, and duvets). We will supply all students with the pillows, quilt, and a thick 
mattress that will be put on the floor. You are more than welcome to bring your own bed/blow-up mattress (maximum 
120cm width). 
NOTE! We will always walk as a unit to and from the rink and the school were we sleep. 
 
Food 
We eat in Göstahallen, approximately 3 minutes walking distance from the rink (towards the beach) 
Remember to e-mail us at least 2 weeks prior to the start of the camp if you have any food allergies if you 
haven’t already specified that in your application. 
E-mail to goran.pegenius@frolundaindians.com State: name, group and week + type of food allergy. We have a strict 
nut prohibition policy inside all our facilities throughout the whole week. 
 
 
BAUER 
BAUER will visit the camp Monday and Tuesday of the weeks 28-31. They will bring the newest line of goalie equipment 
and sticks for all camp participants to try on ice. During these days there is also an opportunity for the participants at 
Joel Lundqvist Hockey Camp to try on skates, gloves, and sticks on the ice. On top of that, they will bring a foot-scanner 
that will help you find the perfect fit skate for your feet. 
 
 
Shop - INTERSPORT 
We have a shop a diverse selection of equipment, accessories, shirts, and souvenirs inside the rink during the weeks of 
the camp. The shop is once again run by INTERSPORT. Some of the sticks that will be available to try on ice will be for 
sale here. On the online-store, there are multiple campaigns from INTERSPORT. Order now and pick up on Öckerö. 
https://www.intersportteamvast.se/lundqvist-hockey-camp-shop 
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Hood Print 
You will receive a hat and a hood when you check in at the camp. You will get to try on a hood right there and then to 
make sure you get the right size. If you want, you can get your name printed by pre-ordering this. The print will be 
created right after check-in, and the right hood size is chosen. 
The price for pre-ordered print is 150 SEK. Purchase of name and number at site during the week of the camp will cost 
200 SEK. Post-orders will be taken the day of check-in if time is available after 4pm.  
Preorder print at: https://www.intersportteamvast.se/lundqvist-hockey-camp 
 
All questions regarding the online-store and preorder of print refers to INTERSPORT. 
 
Money 
Debit- and Credit-cards, cash, and Swish are accepted payment methods in the café. In the shop, only card payments 
are accepted! Therefore, please, don’t bring top much cash. 
 
Photography  
This summer we won’t take any group or individual photos with a professional photographer.  
 
Social Media 
During the camp, plenty of photos will be taken and posted on social media such as Instagram and Facebook. If there is 
someone who does not want to or not allowed to appear on photos, please contact either of the contact persons on the 
bottom of the page. If we don’t hear from you regarding this, we will assume we have your permission to post photos of 
the camp participant in question. Follow us on Facebook and Instagram, Instagram @lundqvistgoaliecamp and 
@joellundqvisthockeycamp 
 
Mobile phones 
The summer of 2017, we implemented some policies regarding the usage of mobile phones during the days. We will 
continue with this policy this summer as well. 
 
Accidental Insurance 
For the Swedish participants, the insurance that is associated with the player license for every Swedish player is the one 
that is covering accidents occurring during the camp.  
Regarding foreign participants, you are responsible to have a private accidental insurance. 
Reminder to you who is not from Sweden. If you need to seek professional medical help, you will need to have a EU-
card or similar. Identification card is also highly suggestion.  
 
To bring to the camp 
Complete hockey equipment with newly sharpened skates, off-ice apparel, swim wear, clothes to change to, beddings 
(mentioned in the housing section), hygiene articles, headache pills, blister bandage, elastic band-aid, water bottle, 
skate laces, skate guards, tape. Participants at the Joel Lundqvist Hoceky Camp should bring an off-ice hockey stick for 
usage at the hockey shooting range, as well as a stick handling ball for off-ice training. Goalies should bring 3 tennis 
balls. 
Skate sharpening starts at 20 SEK (Purchased in the café) NOTE, come to the camp with newly sharpened skates. 
 

Welcome! 
Frölunda HC     Skärgårdens SK 
Göran Pegenius, Principal    Johanna Rosenberg 
0046 709-450446    0046 701-646068 
goran.pegenius@frolundaindians.com   johanna.rosenberg@ovarvet.se  
 

Follow us at: 

 
Frölunda Indians Hockeyskolor & 

Lundqvist Goalie Camp 

 
Joellundqvisthockeycamp & 

Lundqvistgoaliecamp 

www.frolundacamps.se 

 


